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Article:
A robot could be designed to react to an artificial pain anything, screaming, moving when is hit, artificial sexual reacting towards another robot, even having sex with another robot, thinking as well, but this robot won't feel or aware of its own existence. Humans feels and aware of their existence, they aware of their themselves.

What is different between a living creature and anything else is consciousness of their own existence, life composed of this awareness and things that distinguish them between a dead body like motion, however pain, joy, motion, feelings, reproduction is only part of life that can be shared between a living thing and a well designed robot but the only thing that distinguish humans and robots is our awareness of our existence.

Awareness of something like pain is what makes us humans, it is not a problem for robot to feel and react to artificial pain but it will be a problem for humans, being aware of pain is what make us living beings force, magnetic force and gravity.